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The 1/f -like decay observed in the power spectrum of electro-physiological signals,

along with scale-free statistics of the so-called neuronal avalanches, constitute evi-

dences of criticality in neuronal systems. Recent in vitro studies have shown that

avalanche dynamics at criticality corresponds to some specific balance of excitation

and inhibition, thus suggesting that this is a basic feature of the critical state of neu-

ronal networks. In particular, a lack of inhibition significantly alters the temporal

structure of the spontaneous avalanche activity and leads to an anomalous abundance

of large avalanches. Here we study the relationship between network inhibition and

the scaling exponent β of the power spectral density (PSD) of avalanche activity in

a neuronal network model inspired in Self-Organized Criticality (SOC). We find that

this scaling exponent depends on the percentage of inhibitory synapses and tends to

the value β = 1 for a percentage of about 30%. More specifically, β is close to 2,

namely brownian noise, for purely excitatory networks and decreases towards values

in the interval [1, 1.4] as the percentage of inhibitory synapses ranges between 20

and 30%, in agreement with experimental findings. These results indicate that the

level of inhibition affects the frequency spectrum of resting brain activity and sug-

gest the analysis of the PSD scaling behavior as a possible tool to study pathological

conditions.
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Power spectra of the form S(f) ∝ 1/fβ, with β ≈ 1, are the distinctive feature

of processes with long-range temporal correlations and often appear in conjunc-

tion with avalanche-like dynamics. In the case of neuronal systems, neuronal

avalanches show a power law size distribution with an exponent α ' 1.5, which in

turn is an evidence of long-range spatial correlations. Long-term spatio-temporal

correlations are typical of systems at criticality. Several studies performed on

cultures of cortical neurons indicate that criticality is connected to a specific ra-

tio of inhibition and excitation. Indeed, in disinhibited networks the avalanche

size distribution markedly deviates from a power law and tends to exhibit a bi-

modal functional form, with a higher probability for small and large avalanches.

Here we investigate the influence of inhibitory synapses on the avalanche activ-

ity power spectrum by a numerical model inspired in SOC. This study aims to

test, on a minimal neuronal network model, the idea that the power spectrum

scaling behavior can give information on the pathological conditions of neuronal

systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cortical networks exhibit an intense spontaneous activity, defined as the activity of a

neuronal population that is not driven by any external stimuli or behavioral tasks. This

property is common to all neuronal systems, regardless species, sizes and conditions. In

vitro as in vivo, from leech ganglia to small patches of cortex in a physiological bath and

all the way up to the entire human cortex, one does observe an intense endogenous activity,

whose constant feature is the irregular sequence of periods of synchronous firings.

Spectral analysis is massively employed in the investigation of the brain and, more gener-

ally, neuronal networks activity. Beside the identification of oscillatory behavior, it plays a

crucial role in characterizing temporal correlations. Indeed the spectral density of a certain

stochastic process x(t) is related to the correlation function C(τ) by the Wiener-Khinchin

theorem, S(f) ∝
∫
C(τ)cos(2πτ)dτ . A pure random process has no correlations in time and

S(f) = const. Its integral is the well known Brownian motion characterized by S(f) ∝ 1/f 2,

typical of a temporal process composed of uncorrelated increments. On the other hand
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processes with long range temporal correlations are characterized by a power spectrum

S(f) ∝ 1/fβ with β ≈ 1, the so-called 1/f noise.

Power laws in the Power Spectral Density (PSD) have been reported in many experimental

studies involving EEG and MEG, as well as in the LFPs of ongoing cortical activity and in

resting state fMRI1–5. Local peaks usually observed in the PSD of these signals correspond

to periodic oscillations and several procedures have been adopted in order to separate the

oscillatory from the scale-free component1,6. In 1992 Prichard examined the scaling behav-

ior of the power spectrum of the human eyes-closed and eyes-open resting EEG4. For the

eyes-closed condition the power spectrum averaged over different brain areas showed a low

frequency (0.5 − 8 Hz) power law decay with exponent β = 1.32, whereas in the eyes-open

condition the exponent was β = 1.27. However for both conditions β was found to vary

across brain regions and the standard error of estimate was in the interval [0.26, 0.28]. A

similar result has been obtained by Freeman et al7 and recently by Dehghani et al.3, who

have measured an average slope β = 1.33 ± 0.19 and again observed that the scaling of

PSD changes across the brain, varying between 1/f in the midline channels and 1/f 2 in the

temporal and frontal ones3. The same authors have found 1/f scaling on the PSD of bipolar

LFPs recorded from cat parietal cortex2.

The estimation of the scaling exponent of the PSD becomes more difficult when using

MEG and results usually differ from the ones obtained from EEG. Indeed the detectors

used in the MEG recordings are very sensitive to environmental noise and can produce 1/f

noise8. Therefore, part of the scaling of the MEG power spectrum could be due to the

filtering of the sensors and noise corrections are usually needed. For this reason results are

more debated and less homogeneous. In an early study Novikov et al. considered two kinds

of signals: The normal component of the magnetic field from individual channels and the

difference between the signals of two channels, thus subtracting alpha band peaks. On the

one hand, single channels exhibited a power law regime at low frequencies ([0.5, 8− 10Hz])

with exponent β between 1.03 and 1.19 and a peak corresponding to the alpha frequency

band. On the other hand, on the same frequency range ([0.5, 10 − 12Hz]), the average

exponent for the power spectrum of the difference was 0.98 in one subject and 1.28 in the

other one. The signal of individual channels has been recently investigated by Dehghani et

al.3, who analyzed the scaling of both the MEG and EEG signal simultaneously in the range

[0.1, 10Hz] and found that the PSD of MEG signal averaged over all sensors exhibited an
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exponent β = 1.24±0.26 before noise correction, and β = 1.06±0.29 after. As for the EEG

signal, they have observed that the scaling of PSD changes across the brain: The exponent

β exhibits the highest value in the frontal area, it is close to 1 in the central area and takes

the lowest value in a parietotemporal horseshoe region.

Long-range temporal correlations and power spectra of the form 1/fβ have also been

reported in the analysis of spontaneous brain oscillations. In particular, for the amplitude

modulation of α oscillations in MEG data, Linkenkaer-Hansen et al.9 have found β = 0.44±

0.09 in the eyes-closed condition and β = 0.52 ± 0.12 in the eyes-open condition. Similar

exponents characterize the PSD scaling in the case of EEG recordings: β = 0.36 ± 0.17 in

the eyes-closed condition and β = 0.51± 0.12 in the eyes-open condition9.

Finally we notice that evidences for a 1/f power law scaling of the PSD have been

found in the spontaneous fluctuations of fMRI signal5 as well. To summarize, we can state

that experimental evidences are globally consistent with long-range temporal correlations in

ongoing healthy brain activity. Indeed the scaling exponent β of the PSD at low frequencies

always takes values within the interval [0.8, 1.5]. On the other hand, for epileptic patients

the exponent β has been found to be in the range [2.2, 2.44] in the awake state, and [1.6, 2.87]

in the Slow Wave Sleep10.

According to Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld (BTW)11, the widespread occurrence of 1/f

noise, together with self-similar spatial structures, indicate that dynamical systems with

extended spatial degrees of freedom self-organize into a critical state. In contrast with equi-

librium critical phenomena, where a parameter has to be tuned to reach the critical point,

these systems naturally evolve towards a state characterized by long-range spatio-temporal

correlations. BTW referred to this phenomenon as Self-Organized Criticality (SOC)11. The

hypothesis that the brain, in particular the cortex, could exhibit critical behavior was ad-

vanced following the argument that, to ensure an optimal functioning in a continuously

changing environment, the brain should operate in a state which is at the border between

order and disorder. The experimental discovery of neuronal avalanches12 confirmed the

SOC scenario. Neuronal avalanches are bursts of activity cascades involving a variable num-

ber of neurons and lasting up to hundred milliseconds12. The peculiar feature of neuronal

avalanches is their scale-free statistics, namely a power law behavior in the size and duration

distributions. In particular, the power law scaling in the distribution of avalanche sizes is the

fingerprint of long-range spatial correlations. Indeed, the existence of spatial correlations
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whose range is only limited by the system size12,13 constitutes an important experimental

evidence for criticality14.

In the following we study the power spectrum of avalanche activity in a neuronal network

model inspired in SOC15–17. In particular, we investigate the relationship between the net-

work inhibition and the scaling exponent of the avalanche activity power spectral density.

We consider avalanche dynamics for different network topologies, i.e. regular square lattice,

small world and scale-free, and consistently show that inhibitory neurons determine the

scaling behavior of the PSD. Indeed, for a neuronal network of only excitatory synapses the

PSD follows a power law with an exponent β very close to 2. By adding inhibitory neurons

β decreases and for a percentage of inhibitory synapses between 20 and 30%, β exhibits

values in the interval [1, 1.4], in agreement with experimental findings1–5.

II. NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Network structure

We consider N neurons as nodes of networks with three different topologies: Regular

square lattice, small world and scale-free. In the first case neurons are sites of a square

lattice of size L × L and are connected by directed synapses to their nearest neighbors.

A directed synapse is such that it can be used by neuron i to send a signal to neuron j

but not vice-versa. Each neuron i has an out-going and in-going degree of connectivity

kouti = kini
= 4.

Small world networks are obtained from the square lattice by rewiring one end of 10% of the

synapses to a neuron chosen at random in the network. Finally, in the third case neurons

are randomly distributed in a square and connected by a scale-free network of synapses.

More precisely to each neuron i we assign an out-going connectivity degree, kouti ∈ [2, 100],

according to the degree distribution P (k) ∝ k−2 of the functional network measured in18

and two neurons are then connected with a distance-dependent probability, P (r) ∝ e−r/r0 ,

where r is their Euclidean distance19 and r0 a typical edge length.

To each synaptic connection we assign an initial random strength gij ∈ [0.15, 0.3] and

to each neuron an excitatory or inhibitory character. Outgoing synapses are excitatory if

they belong to excitatory neurons, inhibitory otherwise. Recent results20 have shown that
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inhibitory neurons are hubs in scale-free functional networks. In our study we consider

both cases, inhibitory neurons chosen at random and among the highly connected neurons.

However, the different choices do not significantly affect the power spectrum data.

Since synapses are directed, gij 6= gji, in general out-degree and in-degree of a neuron do

not coincide. Therefore once the network of output connections is established, we identify

the resulting degree of in-connections, kinj
, for each neuron j, namely we identify the number

of synapses directed to j. The number kinj
of in-going synapses can be considered as the

dendritic tree of neuron j. We then assume that each neuron j has a soma whose surface is

proportional to kinj
.

B. Neuronal Dynamics

Each neuron i is characterized by a potential vi, the so-called membrane potential, and

fires if and only if its membrane potential vi is equal or above a certain threshold vmax,

which we will refer to as firing threshold. In our simulations we set vmax = 6. However, as

in every SOC-like model, this parameter is not relevant and results are independent of this

particular choice. To trigger activity, we apply to a random neuron a stimulation whose

intensity is chosen at random in the interval [vmax/6, vmax/3]. Then, whenever at time t the

potential of neuron i fulfills the condition vi ≥ vmax, the neuron fires and its potential vi

arrives at each of the kouti connected neurons.

For real neurons the production of neurotransmitters at the presynaptic terminals21 is con-

trolled by the frequency of action potentials, which depends on the integrated stimulation

received by the neuron. Here the integrated stimulation is given by vi, the membrane poten-

tial of the firing neuron, which stimulates equally all connected neurons. The change in the

membrane potential of the postsynaptic neuron j due to the firing of neuron i is proportional

to the relative synaptic strength gji/
∑

l gli,

vj(t+ 1) = vj(t)±
vi · kouti
kinj

gji∑kouti
l=1 gli

. (1)

The normalization of the synaptic strength ensures that during the propagation of very

large avalanches the voltage potential assumes finite values, while plus or minus sign is for

excitatory or inhibitory synapses, respectively. After firing, the membrane potential of the

neuron is set to vrest = 0 and the neuron remains in a refractory state for tref = 1 time step,
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during which it is unable to receive or transmit any signal. Each neuron in the network is an

integrate and fire unit, therefore it will change its potential by summing the stimulations of

successive firing neurons according to Eq. 1 for all network types. In the case of the square

lattice, since kout = kin, Eq. 1 reduces to

vj(t+ 1) = vj(t)± vi
gji∑nn
l=1 gli

, (2)

where the sum runs over the nearest neighbors (nn) of neuron j.

C. Synaptic plasticity

When a neuron i fires, its out-going connections induce a potential variation in the kouti

postsynaptic neurons. We then say that these synapses are active and their strength gji

is increased proportionally to the membrane potential variation |δvj| of the postsynaptic

neuron j,

gji = gji + |δvj|/vmax. (3)

Conversely, the strength of all inactive synapses is reduced by the average strength increase

per bond

∆g =
∑
ij

δgji/NB, (4)

where NB is the number of bonds. We set a minimum and a maximum value for the

synaptic strength gij, gmin = 0.0001 and gmax = 1.0. Whenever gij < gmin, the synapse gij is

pruned, i.e. permanently removed. Eq. 4 implements a sort of homeostatic mechanism that

dynamically balances synaptic strengthening in the network. Indeed the larger the average

synaptic strengthening, the more inactive synapses are weakened. These rules constitute

a Hebbian-like scheme for synaptic plastic adaptation. The network memorizes the most

used synaptic paths by increasing their strengths, whereas less used synapses eventually are

pruned.

D. Avalanche activity

When the membrane potential of all neurons is lower than vmax, the random stimulation

can make one of them fire and thus keep the system active. The firing neuron may indeed

bring to threshold some of the connected neurons, generating an avalanche, a cascade of
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activity which propagates through the network involving a variable number of neurons.

During an avalanche no further random stimulation is applied, as in usual SOC models. This

procedure implements the separation of time scales between fast avalanche propagation and

slow avalanche triggering. In biological terms, we suppose that the avalanche propagation

is due to successive activations of connected neurons and neglect the possible contribution

of spontaneous neurotransmitter release. As soon as no more neurons are able to fire, the

avalanche ends and its size is recorded as the number of firing neurons s, or, alternatively,

as the sum s∆V of all positive potential variations (depolarizations) δv+
i occurred in the

network, namely s∆V =
∑

i δv
+
i . By definition a single neuron firing does not constitute an

avalanche. Avalanches are also characterized by their duration T , which is defined as the

number of iterations taken by the activity propagation. The numerical time step for each

iteration corresponds to the real time between the triggering of an action potential in the

presynaptic neuron and the change of the membrane potential in the postsynaptic neuron,

therefore it is of the order of 4-6 ms. After an avalanche ends, external stimuli trigger further

activity in the system.

At the end of each avalanche we implement the plasticity rules defined above. Since

cortical plasticity such as long-term potentiation acts on time scales of seconds to minutes,

which is much longer than the duration of avalanches, we do apply the plasticity protocol

for a number of stimulations and then study avalanche activity without further changing

synaptic strengths. In particular, for scale-free networks, since we don’t want to alter the

connectivity degree distribution of the initial network, we apply plasticity rules until the

first few synapses are pruned.

For each network configuration we construct a temporal signal V (t) =
∑

i δvi(t) (Fig. 1)

as the sum of all potential variations occurring at each time step during the network activity

and interpret it as the ’EEG’ of the system. We then consider the PSD of this signal as the

PSD of network activity.

III. RESULTS

To understand the role of inhibitory neurons in avalanche activity, we first analyze the

distribution P (s) of avalanche sizes for different fractions pin of inhibitory synapses and the

three different network topologies (Fig. 2). For very small values of pin we observe a power
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FIG. 1. Network activity at different time scales and for different fraction pin of inhibitory synapses.

The intensity of activity V (t) is the sum of all potential variations occurring in the network at each

time step, namely V (t) =
∑

i δvi(t). a) pin = 0.05; b)pin = 0.25.

law regime over about two decades followed by an exponential cutoff. By increasing the

percentage of inhibitory synapses the exponential cutoff gradually moves towards smaller s

values and the scaling regime reduces, essentially disappearing for pin ≥ 0.3 (Fig. 2). This

behavior can be expressed by the following universal scaling relation

P (s) ∼ s−αf(s/p−θin ). (5)

where f(s/p−θin ) is a scaling function. Eq.5 contains two parameters: the scaling exponent α

and the cutoff exponent θ expressing the dependence of the cutoff on pin. The combination

of the two parameters provides an apparently variable exponent for the distribution, as

shown in the main Fig. 2. By plotting P (s)sα vs. s/p−θin , data should collapse onto the

universal function f for the correct values of α and θ. Therefore searching for the collapse

of the curves will provide the correct exponent values. As shown in the insets of Fig. 2, the

size distributions for different values of pin collapse onto a unique function for the following

exponent values: α = 1.6 and θ = 1.4 for the square lattice and the small world networks

(Fig. 2a,b); α = 1.5 and θ = 2.2 for scale-free networks (Fig. 2c).

The behavior observed in Fig. 2 is due to the dissipative role played by inhibitory synapses

in the model and is in agreement with previous results on dissipative SOC model22. Indeed, if

a neuron j is connected to an inhibitory neuron i, its potential vj decreases whenever neuron

i fires, moving away from the firing threshold vmax. As a consequence, when an avalanche

reaches inhibitory neurons, it dies out and, as the number of those neurons increases, the
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probability that avalanches propagate throughout the entire system consistently decreases.
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FIG. 2. Avalanche size distributions for different values of pin. a) Regular square lattices with

N = 10000 neurons. Inset: Plotting sαP (s) vs pθins, with α = 1.6 and θ = 1.4, data collapse onto

a universal scaling function. b) Small world networks with N = 10000 neurons. Inset: Plotting

sαP (s) vs pθins, with α = 1.6 and θ = 1.4, data collapse onto a universal scaling function. c)

Scale-free network with N = 64000. Inset: Plotting sαP (s) vs pθins, with α = 1.5 and θ = 2.2, data

collapse onto a universal scaling function.

This property of inhibitory synapses turns out to have a strong influence on the PSD of

avalanche activity S(f). In Fig. 3 we show S(f) as a function of pin. In our simulations the

time unit is the time between the firing of the presynaptic neuron and the voltage change

in the postsynaptic neuron which, in real systems, should correspond to few ms. With

this rough correspondence the PSD frequency range is between about 1 and 100 Hz. The

PSD has the same qualitative behavior for each value of pin, namely an f−β decay and a

cutoff at low frequencies that, as the cutoff in the avalanche size distribution shifts towards

smaller s values, moves towards higher frequencies with increasing pin. The low frequency

cutoff indicates the transition to white noise, which characterizes uncorrelated process, and

corresponds to avalanche durations in the exponential cutoff of the distribution P (T ) of

avalanche durations (Fig. 3), as previously reported for a critical branching model23. At

the same time the exponent β decreases for increasing values of the fraction of inhibitory

synapses (Fig. 3).

In particular, for a purely excitatory network we find that β is close to 2, an exponent

associated to the PSD of the Brownian motion and larger than values found in experimental

studies of spontaneous cortical activity in healthy subjects. Indeed also the duration dis-
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FIG. 3. Power spectral density (PSD) of avalanche activity (left column) and duration distribution

P (T ) (right column) for different pin. The PSD follows a power law whose exponent β depends on

pin and approaches the value β = 1 for pin = 0.3. The fitting intervals are indicated with arrows.

The cutoff at low frequencies (arrows), which indicates the transition to white noise, scales with

pin and corresponds to avalanche durations in the exponential cutoff of P (T ) (dashed lines). a)

Square lattice with N = 10000 neurons. b) Small world network with N = 10000 neurons. c)

Scale-free network with N = 64000 neurons. Insets: Log-log plot of the exponent β as a function

of pin.
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FIG. 4. Expectation value of avalanche duration T for a given avalanche size s on a scale-free

network with N = 4000 and pin = 0.05: E(T, s) ∼ sσνz, with σνz = 0.48. Similar results are

obtained for the square lattice and the small world network.

tributions P (T ) for purely excitatory networks show evidence for very long, “supercritical”

avalanches in regular and small-world networks (Fig. 3). However, when pin becomes closer

to the fraction of inhibitory synapses measured in real neuronal networks, i.e. about 0.3,

we find that β is in the interval [1, 1.4], the range of experimentally measured β values1–5.

More specifically, for 0.1 ≤ pin ≤ 0.3 the exponent β decays as p−δin , where δ ∈ [0.36, 0.48],

and tends to 1 as pin → 0.3.

The scaling exponent β of the PSD is related to the critical exponent 1/σνz, which connects

avalanche sizes and durations24, s(T ) ∼ T 1/σν . It has been shown that, for purely excitatory

models with α < 2, β = 1/σνz25. Our model very closely follows this analytical prediction:

Indeed for a purely excitatory network we find β ' 2 and 1/σνz ' 2, as shown in Fig. 3

and 4. On the other hand, to our knowledge no analytical derivation of the relationship

between β and 1/σνz is available for systems with excitatory and inhibitory interactions.

Deriving such a relationship for SOC-like models with inhibitory interactions is a general

problem of great interest and implies the introduction of anti-ferromagnetic interactions in

the model of ref.25. This investigation is not a trivial extension of previous results and will

be the subject of future studies.
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Next we fix pin = 0.3 and investigate how S(f) depends on the system size L. We find

that the low frequency cutoff shifts towards lower frequencies with increasing system size

(Fig. 4) and the PSD follows the universal scaling behavior

S(f) ∼ f−βg(f/L−γ) (6)

with β = 1.1 and γ = 0.2, as shown in the insets of Fig. 5 . The values of these exponents

are not found to vary with the topology of the network.
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FIG. 5. The PSDs for different network sizes N and pin = 0.3. a) Square lattice. b) Small world

network. c) Scale-free network. Insets: Data collapse onto a universal function, according to the

following scaling behavior, S(f) ∼ f−βg(f/L−γ), with β = 1.1 and γ = 0.2

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that a minimal neural network model inspired in SOC is able to capture

one of the most intriguing statistical features of real neuronal networks, namely the 1/f

decay of their ongoing activity PSD, S(f)1–5. We tested the model on three different network

architectures and consistently found similar results: The exponent β, which characterizes

the scaling behavior of S(f), is function of the fraction pin of inhibitory synapses and tends

to the value β = 1 for pin = 0.3. Moreover, results are robust with respect to changes in the

model parameters.

This 1/f decay in the frequency spectrum is the distinctive characteristics of processes

with long-range temporal correlations and often appears in conjunction with avalanche-like

dynamics. In the case of neuronal systems, avalanches show a power law size distribution
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with an exponent −1.5, which in turn is an indication of long-range spatial correlations12,13.

According to BTW, these long-term spatio-temporal correlations are typical of systems

that self-organize into a critical state, whose paradigmatic model is the so called ’sandpile’

model11. This model exhibits a scale-free distribution for avalanche size11 and a power

spectrum of the avalanche signal of the form 1/fβ, but neither β is close to 1 nor the

exponent of size distribution is −1.5. Several variants of the original sandpile model have

been proposed in order to obtain an exponent β ' 122,26,27. In particular, de los Rios et

al.22 have shown that a dissipative term in the dynamics of the original sandpile gives rise

to avalanche activity whose power spectrum is 1/f . However, in their model the avalanche

sizes are not distributed according to a power law.

As pointed out above, in our model, inhibitory synapses play a dissipative role and limit

avalanche sizes. Nevertheless, as the data collapse shows, they do not change the functional

form of the size distribution, which is a power law with an exponential cutoff. At the same

time, the dissipation due to inhibitory synapses is crucial to get S(f) ' 1/f , as reported by

de los Rios et al22. Indeed the scaling behavior of the PSD, in the model is controlled by the

ratio between the number of excitatory and inhibitory synapses, that is the ratio between

excitation and inhibition.

The balance between excitation and inhibition plays a crucial role in the normal, non-

pathological functioning of neuronal networks. For instance, it has been shown that altering

the balance between excitation and inhibition causes major changes in their spontaneous

activity. In particular, blocking inhibition, or enhancing excitation, severely affects the power

law behavior of avalanche size distribution and alters the dynamic range of the network12,28,29.

More specifically, while in the normal condition this distribution follows a power law with

an exponent −1.5, in disinhibited cultures the distribution is bimodal, showing a higher

likelihood for small and large avalanches28. In addition, the relationship between quiescence

and activity at criticality appears to depend on the balance excitation-inhibition30. Indeed, it

is significantly altered by suppressing inhibition, implying that inhibition plays an important

role in the temporal organization of spontaneous activity16,30.

Results presented here indicate that a deficit of inhibition may alter the frequency spec-

trum of resting brain activity and suggest the analysis of the PSD scaling behavior as a

possible tool to investigate pathological conditions.
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